[1] Hot spots have been widely used as a fixed reference frame for plate motions; however, it should be expected that the underlying plumes are advected in a dynamic mantle. Here a simple numerical model of hot spot motion due to large-scale mantle flow is applied to the Easter, Hawaii and Louisville hot spots. Computations are performed for a range of different buoyant plume rising speeds, ages and locations, mantle density and viscosity structures, etc. It is shown that a westward motion of the Easter hot spot at several cm per year relative to Hawaii and Louisville hot spots is a robust result for a large range of model parameters. In order to obtain an appropriate boundary condition for mantle flow near the Easter hot spot and to find out on which plate to expect the Easter hot spot track for a given time, published isochrons were rotated to the past ridge locations in a reference frame that takes the computed motion of Hawaii and Louisville hot spots into account. Calculations that include flow in the mantle and therefore relative movement of hot spots yield a better explanation of the observed age distribution along the Sala y Gomez ridge than assuming hot spot fixity; at the same time they predict a hot spot track on the Nazca plate that is roughly similar to the shape of the Nazca and Sala y Gomez ridges. Furthermore, the Easter hot spot was in an intraplate location on the Nazca plate during the past 43 Ma, somewhat closer to the ridge between $43 and 26 Ma than between $26 Ma and now. In contrast, if hot spots are assumed fixed, a location close to the ridge and rather on the Pacific plate between $43 and 26 Ma is predicted. Based on morphology and gravity signature it is suggested that the Nazca ridge and the eastern Tuamotu Island Plateau were created by plume material that erupted at the East Pacific Rise while the Easter plume was located sufficiently close to enable such an interaction, whereas the Sala y Gomez ridge was formed above the Easter plume in an intraplate setting. This implies that, if hot spots have indeed moved as computed here, during formation of the Nazca ridge (between $43 and 26 Ma) plume material erupted at the ridge several 100 km away from the plume, whereas no volcanism occurred directly above the plume. It also implies that any seamounts on the Pacific plate east of the Tuamotu Plateau are unrelated to the Easter plume.
1. Introduction
Question of Hot Spot Fixity
[2] The question as to what degrees hot spotsregions of intraplate volcanism, such as Hawaii, or especially intensive volcanism along mid-ocean ridges, such as Iceland -are fixed relative to each other has received considerable attention recently. The fixity of Pacific hot spots relative to hot spots on other plates has been at the center of this debate. Morgan [1972] proposed that island and seamount chains in the Pacific have formed as the Pacific plate moved over a set of hot spots that are fixed and hence can be used as a reference frame for plate motions. The most widely accepted explanation for these hot spots is that they are formed by narrow convective upwellings, so-called plumes [Morgan, 1972] from deep inside the mantle, presumably from the thermal boundary at the base of the mantle. These plume conduits are believed to be established trailing large plume heads [Richards et al., 1989] . The conduits, however, rise through a convecting mantle, and should therefore be expected to be advected and tilted over time, and the ''hot spots'', where they reach the surface, should move accordingly. It has also been known that plate circuit reconstructions combined with assuming Hawaiian hot spot fixity relative to African hot spots yield a predicted Hawaiian hot spot track incompatible with what is observed, particularly prior to 43 Ma [Molnar and Stock, 1987] .
[3] One of the largest uncertainties of these plate circuits had been the motion between East and West Antarctica, but new results have put firmer constraints on this. Also, paleolatitude data from the Emperor Chain indicate a latitude of the Hawaiian hot spot during the Cretaceous farther north than at present [Tarduno and Cottrell, 1997; Tarduno et al., 2001] . Both observations have been interpreted in terms of a rapid southward motion of the Hawaiian hot spot, especially prior to 43 Ma. Numerical calculations of flow in the mantle [Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000] have predicted a southeastward motion of the Hawaiian hot spot in the mean mantle (no-net-rotation) reference frame of these calculations. The results are compatible with the relative fixity of hot spots on the Pacific plate, because they tend to predict a similar motion towards the east or southeast for all hot spots on the Pacific plate, and a small relative motion among them.
Importance of the Easter Hot Spot in Assessing Hot Spot Fixity
[4] For a hot spot located around Easter Island, however, these flow calculations predict a motion in a different direction, and the predicted motion relative to hot spots on the Pacific plate is up to a few cm per year. This result can be qualitatively understood: whereas in the low-viscosity upper mantle the motion of the conduit is dominated by buoyant rising, in the high-viscosity lower mantle it is strongly advected laterally. Therefore the surface motion mostly represents flow in the upper part of the lower mantle [Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000] . The flow at that depth tends to be opposite to plate motions under both Nazca and Pacific plates, i.e., towards spreading ridges.
[5] The relative motion between the Nazca plate, on which the Easter hot spot is located, and the Pacific plate is rather well constrained for times for which magnetic isochrons are identified on both plates, because no intervening plate circuits are required. It should therefore be relatively easy to compare radiometric ages and the geometry of hot spot tracks to predictions based on either mantle flow computations, or assuming hot spot fixity. Thus the Easter hot spot offers an excellent test of hot spot fixity. The results presented by Steinberger and O'Connell [2000] show that computations of hot spot motion based on mantle flow can in fact explain the (scarce) measured ages along the tracks better than the assumption of hot spot fixity, but discrepancies between predicted and observed hot spot track remain.
[6] Another important aspect of the Easter hot spot is its close proximity to the East Pacific Rise. Changes in ridge geometry and associated changes in mantle flow should therefore cause a motion of the hot spot. By comparing computed and actual hot spot tracks we gain additional information about the past ridge geometry, as well as the interaction of plume and mantle flow.
Outline of Approach Pursued Here
[7] Because of the central position of the Easter hot spot in Pacific hot spot motion [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998 ], a more detailed discussion is presented here. First, a larger number of calculations of hot spot motion for different mantle density and viscosity structures, different buoyant plume rising speeds, ages and locations, different plate boundary locations etc. are shown, thus showing the dependence of results on various assumptions, and the robustness of the previously computed motion of the Easter hot spot relative to Hawaii and Louisville hot spots. Furthermore, an improved representation of the mantle flow field is used: Because of the proximity of the Easter hot spot to a plate boundary, it is desirable to construct the plate boundary location as a function of time as accurately as possible, in order to obtain a suitable kinematic flow field (i.e., the part of the flow field that is related to plate motions, following O'Connell [1979, 1981] ). An accurate reconstruction of the plate boundary is also needed to determine on which plate the hot spot was located through time, hence on which plate a hot spot track can be expected. Here a plate boundary evolution that is consistent with magnetic lineations and represents both continuous ridge migration and ridge jumps is used. The kinematic flow field is expanded up to spherical harmonic degree 255, thus giving a better resolved estimate of mantle flow close to a plate boundary. Previously, we used an expansion up to degree 31.
[8] An important aspect of this particular hot spot is the fact that there is no clear age progression of volcanism around Easter Island. Rather there appears to be simultaneous recent volcanism over an area of several hundred km East-West extent (D. Naar, unpublished data). It has thus been proposed that volcanism near Easter Island is not caused by a plume at all, rather a ''mantle hot line'' [Bonatti et al., 1977] . However, evidence for the existence of mantle plumes is, besides observations [Morgan, 1972; Richards et al., 1989] given by numerous experiments and theoretical results [e.g., Whitehead and Luther, 1975; Olson and Singer, 1985; Griffiths and Campbell, 1990] , whereas there is no such experimental support for ''mantle hot lines''. Therefore, it is assumed here that the Easter Island region is indeed underlain by a mantle plume and that the large extent of simultaneous volcanism is due to plume-ridge interaction, i.e. westward channeling of plume material toward the East Pacific Rise and eruption of magmas through thin lithosphere [Schilling, 1991; Kingsley and Schilling, 1998 ]. Because recent volcanism is widespread, different locations for an Easter hot spot plume have been proposed: Hanan and Schilling [1989] propose a hot spot location close to Sala y Gomez Island, based on an empirical curve of ''waistwidth'' of plume-affected ridge versus plume-ridge distance. Also, O'Connor et al. [1995] , Pan and Batiza [1998] and Kingsley and Schilling [1998] favor a location close to Sala y Gomez Island (À26.5°S, À105.5°W), however Haase et al. [1996] argue for a location near Easter Island (27.1°S, À109.3°W). Due to the conflicting evidence, I will, in most cases, assume a plume location half-way between Easter and Sala y Gomez islands, but plume locations at either island will also be considered.
[9] The approach used here consists of the following steps: In section 2, the motion of Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot due to large-scale mantle flow is computed for a number of different cases, using essentially the same modeling approach as described by Steinberger and O'Connell [1998, 2000] and Steinberger [2000] . In the next step, the Pacific plate motion is re-computed under consideration of Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot motion, and compared to the Pacific plate motion computed under the assumption that these hot spots are fixed. Hawaii and Louisville are the only two hot spots on the Pacific plate associated with tracks that span the period between 43 Ma and present and show a clear age progression, hence only these two hot spots are used to determine Pacific plate motions. Relative plate motions are not modified in this step, so the absolute motion of other plates (e.g., the Nazca plate) is also changed. The inferred past location of the boundary between the Pacific and Nazca plates also depends on the plate motions; how the boundary is constructed is hence shown in section 3.
[10] In section 4, the computed plate motions and boundaries are used to compute the motion of the Easter hot spot and its hot spot track on the Nazca plate. The geometry and age progression of the computed hot spot track are then compared to observations. Obviously, changing plate boundaries also has an effect on the computed Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot motions. It turns however out that the effect on the motion of these two hot spots is rather minor during the past 43 Ma, therefore an iteration of re-computing hot spot motion, plate motion, and so on, is not carried out. Finally, although the computations can not exactly reproduce the inflection between Sala y Gomez and Nazca ridges, they suggest an explanation for it. A discussion about this feature, and a suggested scenario of the overall tectonic evolution of the region that could qualitatively explain this feature, is given in section 5.
[11] For the computation of mantle flow, on which this whole approach is based, surface plate motions in a ''no-net-rotation'' reference frame are used as boundary conditions. Because no lateral viscosity variations are considered, a net rotation of the lithosphere relative to the underlying mantle cannot occur in the computation. Hence mantle flow, and, in the following steps, hot spot motions, plate motions and plate boundaries are computed in the same reference frame. For the real Earth though, such a net rotation can occur, due to lateral viscosity variations in the lithosphere [O'Connell et al., 1991] , therefore this reference frame does not necessarily correspond to the actual lithospheric no-net-rotation reference frame, and is not directly tied to any observations. While this ''mantle reference frame'' as it will be called in the following, is thus a somewhat abstract concept, it should also be noted that the computed Easter hot spot track on the Nazca plate, which is, in the final step, compared to observations, depends essentially on the motion of the Easter hot spot relative to Hawaii and Louisville hot spots. Hence the mantle reference frame is not important for the main conclusions of this work. For a more detailed discussion of reference frames see also Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] .
Computations of Hawaii and Louisville Hot Spot Motion and Absolute Pacific Plate Motion
[12] The calculation of hot spot motion consists essentially of two steps: In a first step, a timedependent large-scale mantle flow field is computed O'Connell, 1979, 1981] based on surface plate motions [Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993; Gordon and Jurdy, 1986] and, in most cases, internal density heterogeneities. The latter are inferred here from seismic tomography models. In a second step, the motion of a plume conduit, that moves with this large-scale flow, but also rises buoyantly, and hence the motion also of the hot spot at the top of this conduit is computed. This plume model was suggested by Richards and Griffiths [1988] . Details of the computation are described elsewhere [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998 ] and are not repeated here.
[13] The model assumptions (such as viscosity structures, relation between seismic velocity and density anomalies, buoyant plume rising speed etc.) contain a certain degree of uncertainty. They have been described and justified in detail in previous work [Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998, 2000; Steinberger, 2000] . Here I assume that the source of the Louisville hot spot has been active since 120 Ma, the age of the Ontong-Java plateau, proposed to have been formed by the Louisville plumehead [Richards et al., 1989] . Since the beginning of the Hawaiian-Emperor chain has been subducted, its age is unknown. In most calculations, I will also assume a start-up ''age'' of 120 Ma. This means that the computations are initialized with vertical conduits 120 Ma ago. This initial condition is based on the assumption that plume conduits are established by fast-rising plume heads [Richards et al., 1989] , and hence initially are vertical. In most cases, the computed Hawaiian hot spot motion depends only moderately on the assumed hot spot age, e.g. assuming Figure 12 ]. The computed hot spot motion since 43 Ma depends slightly on assumed ''age'', because the tilt of a plume conduit tends to increase with time, and the buoyant rise of a tilted conduit causes hot spot motion -the more tilted, the faster -even in the absence of large-scale mantle flow. In cases 14 and 15 of Table 1 , the computation yields a Hawaiian plume conduit that becomes strongly tilted and hence an unrealistically fast hot spot motion since 43 Ma is computed. In these cases, an age of 100 Ma is assumed for the Hawaiian hot spot, because this yields a somewhat smaller computed hot spot motion.
[14] Anomalous mass fluxes B = 6.5 Â 10 3 kg/s for Hawaii and B = 2.0 Â 10 3 kg/s for Louisville are assumed, based on work by Davies [1988] , Sleep [1990] , Davies [1992] and Ribe and Christensen [1999] . As in Steinberger [2000] , the buoyant rising speed u of the plume conduit through the a Case 1 was computed with the same method as the cases with moving hot spots. Cases 2 and 3 were previously published [Gordon and Jurdy, 1986; Duncan and Clague, 1985] . Other cases are for computed hot spot motions, as described in the text. The columns indicate: TM, Tomography model; 1, S12WM13 [Su et al., 1994] Grand [1994] and Grand et al. [1997] ; SF, scaling factors (dr/r)/(du s /u s ) to convert seismic velocity to density variations: 1, Scaling factor 0.2; only mantle density anomalies below 220 km depth are included; 2, Scaling factor 0.3, only mantle density anomalies below 220 km depth are included; 3, Scaling factor 0.2, all mantle density anomalies are included. MVM, mantle viscosity structure (see Figure 1 ). u 0 , conduit rising speed for a plume with anomalous mass flux B 0 = 10 3 kg/s and surrounding mantle viscosity of h 0 = 10 21 Pas in units of cm/yr. PVM, plume viscosity model (specifies whether equation 1 or 2 are used to compute conduit rising speed). td, time-dependent plate motion boundary condition (yes/no). adv, advection of density heterogeneities (yes/no). com, compressible mantle (yes/no). 670 = treatment of 410 km and 670 km boundary. nb, no boundary to flow assumed; pb, phase boundaries assumed, same phase boundary parameters as in Steinberger [2000] ; cb, chemical boundary (i.e., layered mantle flow) at 670 km, no boundary at 410 km assumed. lat1, long1, rate1, latitude and longitude (degrees) and magnitude (degrees/Myr) of best fitting constant plate rotation rate 0 -43 Ma. lat2a, long2a, rate2a and lat2b, long2b, rate2b, latitude and longitude (degrees) and magnitude (degrees/Myr) of best fitting plate rotation rates 0 -25 and 25 -43 Ma, allowing for two constant rotation rates. In all cases, an age 120 Ma is assumed for both Hawaii and Louisville hot spot, except for cases 14 and 15, where an age 100 Ma is assumed for Hawaii. Flow fields in cases 19 -21 are based on surface plate motions only, with no internal density heterogeneities. surrounding mantle as a function of depth z is then computed as
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whereby u 0 is given in Table 1 , h(z) is viscosity of the ambient mantle, which is assumed to depend only on depth, B 0 =10 3 kg/s and h 0 =10 21 Pas. Values of u 0 are based on laboratory experiments [Richards and Griffiths, 1988] scaled to appropriate viscosities and plume diameters. The first equation corresponds to assuming a constant viscosity inside the plume, hence a constant plume radius; the second equation corresponds to viscosity inside the plume, and hence plume radius, increasing with depth, whereby the ratio of viscosity inside and outside the plume remains constant.
[15] In addition to the previous viscosity structures, we will also use a viscosity structure of Steinberger and Calderwood [2001] , derived by optimizing the fit to geoid and heat flow constraints for mantle density and corresponding flow based on recent tomography models. It is very similar to the preferred viscosity structure of Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] , except in the lowermost mantle.
The three viscosity structures are shown in Figure 1 . All of them have a rather high viscosity in the lower mantle, a feature that is required to make hot spot motion sufficiently slow, and to make computed hot spot tracks approximately match observed tracks [Richards, 1991; Steinberger and O'Connell, 1998 ].
[16] Figure 2 shows an example for the motion of the Hawaii and Louisville hot spots, computed as described by Steinberger and O'Connell [1998] with parameters as described above. It is in a direction roughly opposite to plate motion, with a magnitude on the order of 10% of plate motion. Similar results were obtained for a wide range of computations [see also Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000, Figure 12 ; Steinberger, 2000, Figure 15 ]: The computed hot spot motion tends to represent flow at mid-mantle depths [Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000] , and tends to be in a direction opposite to plate motion. The flow field is, however, not a simple kinematic plate return flow. Kinematic flow at mid-mantle depths is strongest near the boundaries, and, especially if whole-mantle flow is assumed, rather weak beneath the interior of the Pacific plate. Computed motion of the Hawaiian hot spot is therefore largely due to an inflow to the large-scale upwelling under the south central Pacific. Hence the inferred plate motion is on the order of 10% slower than that calculated assuming fixed hot spots. These plate motions were computed with a method [Steinberger, 2000] that optimizes the fit to the Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot tracks and age data [Clague and Dalrymple, 1989; Keller et al., 1995; Watts et al., 1988] .
[17] Table 1 shows that for a number of different assumptions the computed Pacific plate motion in a mantle reference frame is almost always slower than the motion computed assuming fixed hot spots. We have previously shown [Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000, Figure 8 ] that a motion of the Hawaiian hot spot similar to the one shown in Figure 2 is also sufficient to explain the rather small difference between the observed Hawaiian hot spot track and that predicted assuming the Hawaiian hot spot is fixed in the African hot spot reference frame, during the past 43 Ma. It is more difficult to explain the larger difference prior to 43 Ma, but we restrict our attention here to the last 43 Ma, because it is unlikely that any volcanics older than that occur along the Easter hot spot track. This will be further discussed below.
[18] In most cases shown here, equation 1 is used, although the assumption on which equation 2 is based is probably more realistic: the reason for this choice is, that we previously found that both cases generally tend to give rather similar results for direction and magnitude of hot spot motion [Steinberger, 2000; Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000] , but that case (1) tends to yield a somewhat more coherent motion of Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot, hence predicted tracks tend to give a better fit to the observed ones. Later on in this paper, we will show that for the more detailed modelling presented here, results for both cases remain similar.
Hence it is very likely that none of the conclusions reached here would change if equation 2 was used as the standard assumption.
[19] As in the fixed hot spot case, we consider either one constant Pacific plate motion 0-43 Ma, or two constant plate motions 0-25 Ma and 25-43 Ma that give the best fit to the observed ages and shapes of the Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot tracks. In the second case, the best-fitting plate velocity 0-25 Ma tends to be about 20% faster than in the first case, both for cases with fixed and moving hot spots, similar to other results [Raymond et al., 2000; Wessel and Kroenke, 1997] . This difference tends to be larger than differences between results for fixed and moving hot spots in the same column of Table 1 .
Construction of Plate Boundary Evolution
[20] Plate motions are boundary conditions for mantle flow, hence the locations of plate boundaries influence the mantle flow field which is used to compute the motion of plumes. Furthermore, the location of plate boundaries determines on which plate(s) we expect a hot spot track. Here the digital isochrons of Müller et al. [1997] on the Pacific ocean floor, chrons 34 and later (available e.g. at ftp://ftp.agg.nrcan.gc.ca/products/agegrid/isochrons. dat.gz) are used to reconstruct plate boundaries in the Pacific basin during the past 84 Ma.
[21] In a first step, isochrons that are not on the Pacific plate but required to construct boundaries are rotated on to the Pacific plate, using the same Table 1 . Thick rainbow-colored lines show the computed motion of the hot spot during the past 43 Ma, which follows the line, from the purple-blue end (43 Ma ago) to the red end (present-day). The location at a given time can be inferred from the color scale, and also the tickmarks (at 10 Ma intervals). relative plate motions that were used to construct the isochron set (Mayes et al. [1990] , listed at http:// www.es.usyd.edu.au/geology/people/staff/dietmar/ Agegrid/digit_isochrons.html). In the next step, boundaries are constructed in 2 Ma intervals in the reference frame of the Pacific plate, assuming symmetric spreading. The ridge jumps introduced by this assumption are somewhat arbitrary, but in section 4.1 it will be shown that they do not affect our results in a major way, and in section 5 evidence for such ridge jumps will be discussed. After this, the computed Pacific plate motions listed in Table 1 are used to rotate the plate boundaries into the corresponding (fixed hot spot or mantle) reference frame, hence the resulting plate boundary reconstructions are different in each case. In the last step, the constructed plate boundaries in the Pacific region are connected to the plate boundaries elsewhere [Lithgow-Bertelloni et al., 1993; Gordon and Jurdy, 1986] in order to expand the plate velocity field in spherical harmonics and compute the kinematic part of the mantle flow field.
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[22] As an example, Figure 3 shows the PacificNazca plate boundary computed for the Pacific plate motion of Duncan and Clague [1985] (Case 3 of Table 1 ), hence in the fixed hot spot reference frame. The boundary at different times is shown in different colors; the Nazca plate is to the right, the Pacific plate to the left of the boundary. Black 
Computation of Easter Hot Spot Motion and Track

Hot Spot Motion
[23] The motion of the Easter hot spot is computed essentially in the same way as for Hawaii and Louisville (as described in section 2). However in most cases the plate boundary reconstructions described in the previous section are used. Also, in most cases, a regional high-resolution flow field, with the kinematic part expanded up to degree 255 and evaluated on a 0.5-degree grid is used in a region surrounding the Easter hot spot.
[24] If not mentioned otherwise, buoyant rising speed is computed using equation 1 with B = 2.1 Â 10 3 kg/s [Sleep, 1990; Schilling, 1991] and u 0 as specified in Table 1 . In order to quantify the effect of rising speed, other cases are also included. An age of 100 Ma is assumed for the initiation of Easter plume activity unless stated otherwise but other cases are also included, in order to find out how hot spot motion depends on plume longevity.
[25] The figures in this section contain up to three different elements:
1. Thick rainbow-colored lines showing the computed motion of the hot spot for various cases. The computed motion of the hot spot during the past 43 Ma follows the line, from the purple-blue end (at 43 Ma) to the red end (present-day). The location at a given time can be inferred from the color scale, and also the tickmarks (at 10 Ma intervals).
2. Thinner colored lines showing the computed location of the Pacific-Nazca plate boundary for different times. The same color scale as for hot spot motion is used. In this way one can find out for any time and many of the cases shown whether the computed hot spot location is on the Nazca plateif it is to the right of the boundary with the same color -or Pacific plate otherwise.
3. Purple arrows showing the present-day flow at mid-mantle depth. This is plotted to enable comparison of flow with hot spot motion. All three elements are shown in the mantle reference frame introduced in the first section.
[26] Figure 4 shows some fairly typical results of our calculations. It shows the calculated hot spot motion for four different cases of buoyant plume rising speed. A hot spot motion of about 500 km during the past 43 Ma in a southwesterly direction is predicted in all cases -independent of plume rising speed. This motion is composed of a longterm motion in west-southwesterly direction and episodes of motion in east-southeasterly direction lasting a few million years. The long-term motion is caused by, and representative of, the horizontal flow component in the upper part of the lower mante, as previously explained [Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000] . Cases B and D have higher plume rising speeds than A and C, hence the computed hot spot motion in cases B and D tends to represent flow at greater depth than in cases A and C. Figure 4 also shows arrows representing present-day flow. The computed flow shown is dominated by a ''return flow'' component towards the East Pacific Rise and, under the Nazca plate, away from the subduction zone under South America, opposite to plate motion. The computed hot spot motion is actually faster than the flow field. This can be explained because the plume conduit is tilted, with the lower part of the conduit west of the surface hot spot [see, e.g., Steinberger, 2000, Figures 3 and 4] , and located in a region of large-scale upward flow. The tilt is caused because the base of the plume moves westward with the flow in the lower part of the mantle above D'' -an inward flow towards the large-scale upwelling under the presumed Pacific superswell, and faster than at mid-mantle depths, despite the higher viscosity. If such a tilted conduit is swept upwards in large-scale flow, in addition to buoyant rising, the hot spot surface motion may be faster than the flow at mid-mantle depth.
[27] The episodes of motion in east-southeasterly direction occur each time (at 25.8 and 17 Ma) that 2002GC000334 a major ridge jump occurred. The largest changes of the flow field around the location of the plume occur at a depth of %250-500 km. After a few million years, which is approximately the buoyant rising time of the plume conduit through that depth interval, the plume conduit has mostly adjusted to the change in flow, and hence the episodes of motion in east-southeasterly direction last a few million years. They last longer and are more pronounced if a lower buoyant rising speed is assumed. At the location of the Easter hot spot and depths 250 -500 km, the return flow gets weaker after each ridge jump, and the difference between the flow fields before and after the ridge jump is in an east-southeasterly direction, which is the hot spot motion after the ridge jump. After these episodes, the hot spot motion again represents flow in the upper part of the lower mantle (as the buoyant rising speed of the plume conduit through that region of higher viscosity is much longer, of the order of the plume age, %100 Ma), plus the rising of a tilted conduit supported by Table 1 . A present hot spot location half-way between Sala y Gomez and Easter Island is assumed. The Pacific-Nazca plate boundary, constructed for case 13 (Table 1) with two different Pacific plate rotation rates 0 -25 and 25-43 Ma, is shown with the same color scale. Thick lines correspond to the times of the isochrons used, thin lines are at 2 Ma intervals. Arrows represent the computed present-day horizontal flow field at 0.87 Earth radii (depth 828 km); 1cm/yr corresponds to an arrow length of 2 degrees of arc, i.e. the arrow length would correspond to the total motion during %19 Ma for constant flow. 2002GC000334 large-scale flow. If in reality there has been asymmetric spreading instead of ridge jumps, the corresponding component of hot spot motion would also be more ''smeared out'' over time.
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[28] At least for the viscosity structures used here, which all have a low viscosity channel beneath the lithosphere, and viscosity below increasing with depth, the plume tilt due to shear flow in the direction of plate motion immediately beneath the lithospheric plates, [Richards and Griffiths, 1988] , is rather small: Flow in the direction of plate motion is restricted to a rather narrow depth interval with low viscosities, and the buoyant rise time of the plume through that low-viscosity depth interval is only of the order of 1 Ma, hence the plume is not much tilted in this low-viscosity channel. This is illustrated by case E in Figure 5 , Figure 5 . Effect of the Pacific-Nazca plate boundary location and ''sharpness'' on the computed motion of the Easter hot spot. Hotspot motion during the past 43 Ma is shown, computed for case 13 of Table 1 where for simplicity a constant ridge location (40 Ma, i.e. the thick blue line) and flow field is assumed, and a plume location such that the ridge crosses the plume. If the plume was tilted over in the direction of the plate motion by several 100 km, there would be a visible effect as the plume crossed beneath the plate boundary, because the kinematic flow field is expanded up to degree 255, such that the imposed surface velocity changes by about 20 cm/yr over <100 km across the boundary. However there is no such effect visible.
[29] Other results included in Figure 5 show the effect of which plate boundary location is used to compute the flow field and to what degree the flow field is expanded. The inferred past boundary between Pacific and Nazca plate depends on Pacific plate motion, with slower motion corresponding to a boundary farther west in the past. This can be seen by comparison of Figures 3 and 5 . The magnitude of the ridge jumps is obviously the same in both cases. Comparison of cases A and B shows that the uncertainties of the plate boundary location arising from uncertainties in Pacific plate motion lead to rather small differences in the computed hot spot motion. Differences between plate boundary locations in Figures 4 and 5 for the same times are similar in magnitude to ridge jumps required in the case of symmetric spreading. Hence the overall differences between hot spot motion displayed here and corresponding computations with gradual ridge migration would be similar in magnitude to the difference between cases A and B in Figure 5 . However without ridge jumps the curves of computed hot spot motion would presumably have no sharp kinks. Comparison with case C, which uses the plate boundary adopted in our previous computations [e.g., Steinberger, 2000] and also shown in Figure 5 , shows that even though that plate boundary is rather different, the overall predicted hot spot motion during the past 43 Ma is still rather similar.
[30] Thus, previously computed results of Easter hot spot motion are qualitatively still valid despite the use of an inaccurate plate boundary reconstruction. Case D is like case E computed for a constant ridge location (40 Ma, thick blue line). The predicted direction of hot spot motion is still the same as for cases A, B and C, but the magnitude is somewhat smaller. This can be explained because most of the time hot spot motion represents flow in the upper part of the lower mantle, and at that depth the horizontal flow component within a few 100 km of the ridge tends to be weaker than farther away (see, e.g., Figure 4 ), as the flow field becomes increasingly vertical. For case D, the hot spot is always within $500 km of the ridge, whereas for the other cases it tends to be farther away, therefore the predicted hot spot motion is smaller for case D than for A, B and C. The same effect (that a hot spot location close to the ridge corresponds to slow hot spot motion) can also be seen in cases E and C: In case C, the hot spot is initially very close to the ridge and moves very little, and later, especially during the past 10 Ma, is rather far from the ridge, and moves rather fast.
[31] Cases F, G and H show the effect of spherical harmonic expansion of the flow field: For case F, like most other cases, the kinematic part of the flow field is expanded up to degree 255 and evaluated on a 0.5 degree grid above a depth of 637 km, whereas in case G the flow field is expanded to degree 31. The two cases show very little difference, because shear flow in the direction of plate motions in the uppermost mantle has very little influence on hot spot motion, and at depths where the flow field has a larger effect on hot spot motion, expansion of the flow field up to degree 31 (%1200 km wavelength) is already quite accurate. However, if the flow field is expanded only up to degree 15 (%2500 km wavelength), computed hot spot motion is considerably less, because the gradient of the flow close to the East Pacific rise in the upper part of the lower mantle is not appropriately modeled. In contrast, it was found that for most other hot spots -which are not close to a fast spreading ridge -the computed motion for expansion to degree 15 is rather similar to that for degree 31. For that reason, flow fields were expanded only up to degree 15 for the computation of Hawaiian and Louisville hot spot motion in section 2.
[32] Figure 6 shows, based on a different tomography model, how computed hot spot motion gets stronger for older initiation of hot spot activity. This occurs because hot spot motion tends to reflect flow at greater depth with increasing age since initiation, and the flow beneath the Easter Island region gets stronger with depth, in the lower mantle. In addition, an initially vertical plume conduit becomes more tilted with age, hence the effect of a tilted plume conduit rising to the surface also gets stronger.
[33] Figure 7 shows, based on yet another tomography model, the effect of plume location. The computed overall hot spot motion is similar for all three cases, but it is somewhat faster for an assumed hot spot location farther away from the ridge, as at this location the return flow towards the ridge in the upper part of the lower mantle tends to be stronger. Also the ''kinks'' in the predicted motion, which are caused by changes of flow in the lower part of the upper mantle due to ridge jumps, get less pronounced if the plume is farther away from the ridge. Figure 8 shows for two different tomography models, that the results do not depend much on which of the three viscosity structures is used.
[34] We showed results for some different density models in the previous figures. Figure 9 focuses on this comparison, with results based on 5 different tomography models: four recent models plus the model by Su et al.
[1994], which we had frequently used in our previous papers, and one case not based on tomography. Four out of the five tomography models, including the one by Su et al. [1994] , yield rather similar results, and the fifth model still yields a similar direction of hot spot motion, but at a considerably slower velocity. Resolution of tomographic models is limited by ray coverage, and the Pacific is rather poorly covered in body-wave models, hence resolution is low [e.g., Bijwaard et al., 1998 ]. For that reason, we also include one case not based on tomography. In contrast to the other cases, the flow field in case 21 is based on surface plate motions only, with no internal density heterogeneities. Also, layered convection is assumed; i.e., all the kinematic return flow is restricted to the upper mantle, and consequently the plume is assumed to originate at the 670 km discontinuity. Hence computed hot spot motion mostly represents flow at that depth. It can be seen that even for this rather different case, the predicted direction of hot spot motion is still rather similar, but its magnitude is smaller than for most flow fields based on mantle density models. Qualitatively the smaller magni- Figure 4 .
Geosystems G 3 G tude can be explained because in this case computed hot spot motion does not contain a contribution from a rising, tilted conduit.
[35] Finally, Figure 10 shows that phase boundaries, compressibility and advection of mantle density anomalies have rather small effects on the computed hot spot motion.
The Easter Hot Spot Track on Nazca Plate
[36] In order to allow a direct comparison with data, the tracks on the Nazca plate corresponding to the calculated Easter hot spot motion described in the previous section, or alternatively assuming a fixed Easter hot spot, are computed. The re-computed Pacific plate motion described in section 2, and the relative motion of Pacific versus Nazca plate from Tebbens and Cande [1997] , which are partly based on Cande et al. [1995] and Pardo-Casas and are used, in combination with the timescale of Berggren et al. [1995] . Since the reconstructions of Tebbens and Cande [1997] go back only to anomaly 13, tracks are plotted only to 33 Ma, but this is sufficient for the purpose of this paper.
[37] A hot spot track can be created on the Nazca plate over a given period only if the plume was beneath the plate at that time. The tracks shown in this section are computed under this assumption. The figures in the previous section show that this is almost always the case for the computed hot spot motions. In contrast, the Pacific-Nazca boundary given by Lithgow-Bertelloni et al. [1993] , which we used in our previous work, is much farther east Figure 8 . Computed motion of the Easter hot spot for different mantle viscosity structures. Hot spot motion during the past 43 Ma is shown, computed for cases similar to 11 -13 and 7 -9 (as indicated) of Table 1 , with the only difference that u 0 is twice as large for the Easter plume. Corresponding plate boundaries for constant Pacific plate rotation rate 0 -43 Ma are used. Assumed present-day hot spot locations are at Easter Island for cases 11-13 and at Sala y Gomez Island for cases 7 -9. Assumed hot spot age is 100 Ma. between 10 and 43 Ma (Figure 5 ), therefore in combination with that boundary, prior to 10 Ma a plume location beneath the Nazca plate is predicted only in some cases [see, e.g., Steinberger and O'Connell, 2000, Figure 13 ]. Using that plate boundary, we concluded that some of the complications in the hot spot track might by due to ridge jumps, with parts of the hot spot track being transferred from the Pacific to the Nazca plate. With the plate boundaries used here, it becomes clear that such an interpretation is not viable, since the Easter hot spot was always beneath the Nazca plate during the past 43 Ma.
[38] However, even if hot spot motion is not considered, different tracks may be computed: Figure 11 shows various tracks computed for assuming fixed hot spots. The differences result from uncertainties in the age progression and shape of the Hawaii and Louisville hot spot tracks. In all cases, ages significantly older than the radiometric age dates are computed. However, computed ages roughly match the isochron ages along the Nazca ridge, i.e. a plume location roughly beneath the ridge at the time of formation of the Nazca ridge is computed. There is considerable spread among the computations, and the slower the Pacific plate motion 0-25 Ma is assumed, the better is the agreement with age data. In this figure, a hot spot location half-way between Easter Island and Sala y Gomez Island was assumed.
Obviously the difference between predicted and measured ages can be further reduced if a hot spot location around Sala y Gomez Island is assumed. For the younger part, in most cases a track south of the Sala y Gomez ridge main trend (shown schematically in Figure 12 ) is predicted. Only for the Pacific plate motion of Wessel and Kroenke [1997] , which changes 3 Ma ago, based on the direction of the Hawaiian Island chain, a track further north is predicted. It is therefore obvious that a rather good fit of this part of the track can be obtained by choosing an intermediate Pacific plate motion, which changes 3 -5 Ma ago, but not quite as dramatically as proposed by Wessel and Kroenke [1997] . For the older part, in all cases the change from a NW-SE Nazca ridge to an E-W Sala y Gomez ridge is predicted. However, in none of the cases is a kink in the hot spot track predicted. The predicted trends pass well to the north of the kink in the Sala y Gomez ridge main trend shown schematically in Figure 12 . This will be discussed further in the next section.
[39] Figure 12 shows computed tracks that include the effect of hot spot motion based on various computations of mantle flow. Again, a hot spot location half-way between Easter and Sala y Gomez Islands is assumed. The variation among results is rather large, as both Pacific plate motion and Easter hot spot motion vary among computations. Results tend to fit the available age data better than for fixed hot spots. The average age progression shown in Figure 12 is about 2-3 cm/yr faster than in Figure  11 , because this is the relative motion of the Easter hot spot towards Hawaii and Louisville hot spots that typically results in our computations. Figure 1 (including earlier data -see there for original references) and David Naar (unpublished data). Black crosses indicate isochron ages along the Nazca ridge. Also shown are topography from the GTOPO30 data set [Smith and Sandwell, 1997] and magnetic anomalies from Mayes et al. [1990] . Figure 12 . Easter hot spot track and age progression on the Nazca plate for various cases of Pacific plate motion (from Table 1 ) and corresponding Easter hot spot motion. Case 18 (red); Case 15 (orange); Case 21 (beige); Case 10 (green); Case 13 (blue); Case 6 (magneta). Assumed age of Easter hot spot 120 Ma. For each case, there are two lines in each panel, one for constant Pacific plate motion 0 -43 Ma (leading to a faster predicted age progression on the Nazca plate between 0 and 25 Ma), and one for two different Pacific plate stage poles, 0-25 and 25 -43 Ma (with slower age progression). Tickmark interval is 5 Ma, the 25 Ma point for each case is highlighted by a dot of the same color. Black dots and crosses are explained in Figure 11 . Also shown is a schematic illustration of topographic features and locations mentioned in text, and magnetic anomalies from Mayes et al. [1990] . 2002GC000334 [40] Except for the ''kink'', the observed track lies within the spread of the computed tracks plotted: As an example, results for 25 Ma are plotted as colored dots. Point B on the track, which is expected to correspond to about 25 Ma according to radiometric age and the scenario proposed in the discussion section, lies within an elliptical region where the colored dots cluster. As mentioned above, these tracks are computed assuming the hot spot is always beneath the Nazca plate. This is indeed very nearly always the case, as points on the tracks for a given time are almost always to the east of the isochrons for the same time. For example, all the colored dots for age 25 Ma are to the east of chron 7 (%25.8 Ma).
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[41] Figure 13 shows some of the best fits achieved. A number of different combinations of assumptions can lead to similar fits. Therefore it is not possible to decide on one specific ''preferred model''. Within the models tested, it is not possible to obtain a significantly better fit. Compared to the observed track, the best fitting computed tracks tend to be too far south for the younger part of the track, and too far north around the bend between Sala y Gomez and Nazca ridge. As already explained for Figure 11 , the misfit for the younger part can be reduced by a slight modification in Pacific plate motion, which will additionally improve the fit to the youngest part of the Hawaiian hot spot track. To reduce the misfit around the bend is not possible by such simple means.
Easter Hot Spot Track on Pacific Plate?
[42] Whereas an Easter hot spot location beneath the Pacific plate between %26 and 43 Ma is predicted if fixed hot spots are assumed (Figure  3 ), the hot spot is always, or at least most of the time, located beneath the Nazca plate during the past 43 Ma, if likely hot spot motion is considered, in combination with the respective plate boundaries (Figures 4-7 ). As will be discussed in the next chapter, this may well also have been the case prior to %43 Ma. Therefore, there may not be any actual Easter hot spot track on the Pacific plate except for features caused by interaction of plume and ridge, such as the eastern part of the Tuamotu Island platform (circled in Figure 14) . Other islands and seamounts on the Pacific plate farther to the east, such as Gambier Islands and the seamounts between them and the East Pacific Rise may be unrelated to the Easter hot spot. Previously, features on the Pacific plate, especially Tuamotu and Line Islands, have been attributed to the Easter hot spot [Morgan, 1972] . However, obtaining a geometric fit required assuming that the Easter hot spot is presently located west of Easter Island, beneath or close to the East Pacific Rise. As is evident from the discussion of the last section, such an assumed location would worsen the misfit of the age progression on the Nazca plate, and is also unsupported by geochemical data. Furthermore, age data from Line Islands as compiled by Duncan and Clague [1985] do not follow a simple age progression, and they are younger than ages computed for a fixed hot spot beneath Easter Island. This misfit gets worse if hot spot motion is considered, because the Easter hot spot moves westward relative to Hawaii and Louisville according to the computations. Therefore, we conclude that the Easter hot spot did not leave a track on the Pacific plate except features caused by interaction of plume and ridge. These issues will be discussed further in the following chapter.
Discussion
[43] In this paper, a more detailed and extensive numerical modeling of hot spot motion due to mantle flow is conducted, with particular emphasis on the Easter hot spot. This hot spot was chosen because our previous model results indicated that it should move at a rate of several cm/year relative to hot spots on the Pacific plate. This predicted motion is fast enough that, based on age data along the hot spot track, it should be possible to confirm or reject the prediction. The small set of age data available so far can in fact be better explained by a hot spot moving westward relative to Hawaii and Louisville hot spots at a rate of several cm/year than by a fixed hot spot. E.g., in the top panel of Figure 11 , at age 20 Ma, the best fitting line through the age data points is offset by more than 5 degrees (500 km) from all the fixed hot spot model predictions. A particular motivation for this [44] Compared to our previous work, the present work represents an advance in both the modeling technique, as we have included a more accurate reconstruction of the evolution of the East Pacific Rise, and the realism of the model, as the dependence of the results on various assumptions has been tested. The results of this paper essentially confirm the previous results, in that, based on comparing the upper panels of Figures 11-13, our ''best guess'' of Easter hot spot motion relative to Hawaii and Louisville is about 2-3 cm/yr towards the west, which is the principal conclusion of this paper. This is composed of about 1 cm/yr east-to southeastward motion of the Hawaii and Louisville hot spots (Figure 2 , Table 1 ) and about 1-2 cm/yr west-to southwestward motion of the Easter hot spot (Figures 4-10) , in a mantle reference frame.
[45] The computed relative motion gets larger, if a greater rising speed is assumed (Figure 4) , if an earlier initiation age of the Easter hot spot is assumed (Figure 6 ), or if a location farther away from the ridge, i.e. closer to Sala y Gomez than Easter Island (Figure 7 ) is assumed. Uncertainties in the assumptions lead to considerable differences among various computations of hot spot motion. When converting the computed hot spot motion to a predicted hot spot track, the uncertainties of the Pacific plate motion relative to Hawaii and Louisville, and the differences among various computations of the motion of these hot spots also become important. Hence there is a large spread among the predicted tracks and age progressions (Figures 12 and 13) , and comparison with observations may actually help to constrain some of the assumptions made. For example, if greater buoyant rising speed is assumed (meaning the hot spot motion tends to represent flow at greater depth) a more southerly hot spot track that fits the observed track better, and thus may be more realistic, is usually computed ( Figure 13 ). As another example, using the Wessel and Kroenke [1997] Pacific plate motion (such as in Figure 11 ) makes it very difficult to get a track that follows the observed trend, regardless of hot spot motion. However, Figure 11 also indicates that a Pacific plate motion that is intermediate between Wessel and Kroenke [1997] and other fits can give a better fit for the younger part of the Easter track. Also Figure 12 shows that, if Pacific plate motion were more or less constant during the past 43 Ma, a better fit to the available age data on the Nazca plate can be obtained than for two-stage Pacific plate motion. The available age data can be easier fit if the current plume location is not directly beneath Easter Island but somewhat farther east, as predicted previously from geochemical observations. It needs to be reiterated, though, that there are tradeoffs, with almost equally good fits for various combinations of assumptions. Therefore, any constraints on assumptions necessarily remain somewhat vague, and should be combined with other evidence. Furthermore, interpretation of radiometric ages is not really straightforward either: They may be either older or younger than ages of material erupted directly above the plume for several reasons. Volcanism can stay active for some time after the plate has moved over the plume (''postshield''), and the rocks most likely dredged from the ocean floor will be the ones erupted last at a given location. On the other hand, volcanism in the Easter chain may occur at a location before it has actually passed over the hot spot due to channeling of plume material to the spreading ridge. Table 1 ) and three cases of corresponding Easter hot spot motion. Assumed age of Easter hot spot 100 Ma, normal buoyant plume rising speed as specified in the text and [46] Since this paper uses a rather detailed plate reconstruction, it now also makes sense to discuss some of the detailed features of the computed hot spot motion, compare them to observations, and devise a scenario that can explain the observations and is in accord with the results shown here.
[47] In this comparison, the Easter hot spot track is regarded to run roughly along the grey line (Sala y Gomez Ridge Main trend) shown in Figure 12 . Particularly in the gravity map (Figure 13 ), this appears as the clearest linear feature. It also marks the south-eastern boundary of anomalous sea floor features. Other topographic and gravity features between the Nazca fracture zone and this line may be caused by interaction of the plume with the spreading ridge and/or the transform fault/ fracture zone. Some of these features have the form of elongated ridges -two of the clearest examples are outlined in Figure 12 , and similar features in the Musicians seamounts have been interpreted to represent plume-ridge interaction [Phipps Morgan et al., 2000] . Such an interpretation implies that the plume interacted with the ridge and/or fracture zone/transform fault over a distance of at least $300 km (distance between points B and E in Figure 12 ).
[48] Symmetric spreading, which is assumed here, introduces ridge jumps in the plate reconstruction that are not necessarily real. However, there are features visible on the topographic and gravity maps (Figures 11 and 13) , and schematically drawn in Figure 12 , that are evidence for a least two ridge jumps occurring north of the Sala y Gomez ridge:
The north-south trending topographic ridge at %94°W may be an extinct spreading ridge, and possible escarpments to the east and west of it may mark the locations where new spreading started, as escarpments are typical features that result when a new spreading center intrudes older ocean floor [Marquart, 1997] . The features can thus be explained by a first ridge jump equal to or smaller than the distance between chron 7 and the eastern escarpment, i.e. of a few hundred km, that occurred after chron 7 (%25 Ma). The spreading along this new ridge would then have continued for a few Ma, corresponding to the distance between the fossil spreading ridge and the escarpments, before the ridge jumped yet another few hundred km to the west, leaving both escarpments and the (now fossil) ridge on the Nazca plate. Thus, timing, magnitude and locations of the ridge jumps assumed in this paper are approximately in accord with the interpretation of these features given by Marquart [1997] .
[49] For each ridge jump, an eastward ''kink'' of hot spot motion is computed (e.g., Figure 4 ), rather similar in shape and size to a kink in what is regarded as the actual hot spot track -the part of the grey line between points B and C in Figure 12 . However, if the hot spot motion is combined with the fast Nazca plate motion, there is no kink in the computed hot spot track (Figures 12 and 13) , and in order to maintain such a kink in the hot spot track, it would be necessary that the Nazca plate slowed down dramatically after the spreading along the old ridge ceased and before it again reached a high rate along the new ridge. As the kink in the computed hot spot motion is caused by a slowing of the return flow towards the ridge at the plume location, there would be an even larger kink with such a modified plate motion history. However, such a temporary slowdown in plate motion is not supported by other evidence.
[50] Based on one radiometrically dated sample in that region [O'Connor et al., 1995] , seamounts at the northern end of the kink (point B in Figure 12 ) should have formed at %25 Ma, corresponding to the time of chron 7, and the first ridge jump in the plate reconstruction used. This would imply, that at this time, before the ridge jump occurred, the hot spot was located %300 km east of the eastern intersection of ridge and Nazca Fracture Zone, which is clearly within the range of the computations shown in Figures 4 to 10. All the computations shown in Figures 4-7 imply that the distance between ridge and hot spot has either decreased or stayed similar between chron 13 (%33 Ma) and chron 7 (%25 Ma). This would therefore mean that the age at point A in Figure 12 should correspond to younger than chron 10 (%28.3 Ma).
[51] Whereas the Sala y Gomez ridge and the presumed hot spot track south of the Nazca fracture zone consist of isolated seamounts which are clearly visible on both topographic and gravity maps (Figures 11 and 13) , the Nazca ridge north of the Nazca fracture zone is broader and smoother and is almost invisible on the gravity map. This different morphology suggests a different origin:
The isolated seamounts south of the fracture zone and farther west may have formed directly above the plume, in an intraplate location: a seamount that is built on already cooled and thickened lithosphere will not be isostatically compensated. It will thus be associated with a gravity high. It will also depress the surrounding lithosphere and thus be surrounded by a gravity low, in agreement with observations ( Figure 13 ). The Nazca ridge north of the Nazca fracture zone may in contrast have formed on the spreading ridge. This would allow better isostatic compensation, and explain why it is almost invisible on the gravity map. Formation of the Nazca ridge on the spreading ridge is also supported by the observation that the eastern part of the Tuamotu Island Plateau in relation to the isochrons ( Figure  14) is almost the mirror image of the Nazca ridge ( Figure 11 ). It is also, in its broad outline, almost invisible on the gravity map. A near-ridge origin of the Tuamotu plateau is also in agreement with other observations [Ito and McNutt, 1993] .
[52] Based on the computations performed, and the observations just discussed, the following scenario is proposed: Off-ridge volcanic activity directly above the Easter plume began only once the plume was south of the Nazca fracture zone, forming the seamount at point A in Figure 13 , less than %28.3 Ma. Since the Nazca plate had a northward component of motion, the plume was north of the fracture zone before that, and all material erupted at the ridge. However, between %43 and 28.3 Ma, the plume was several hundred km east of the ridge (see also Figures 4-7) . The southwestern end of the Nazca ridge is a broad volcanic feature formed at about chron 10 (point D in Figure 12 ). This marks the transition from on-ridge to intraplate volcanism, at about the same time as, or slightly before formation of the first isolated seamounts (point A in Figure 13 ).
[53] During the time of isolated seamount formation, the elongated ridges (Figure 12 ) between the presumed hot spot track and the fracture zone are evidence for continued interaction between the plume and the system spreading ridge/transform fault/fracture zone. Plume-ridge interaction over distances of several hundred km should be possible also according to a variety of geophysical and geochemical evidence as well as numerical models [Ribe, 1996; Ito and Lin, 1995] . It is however not evident why the plume-ridge interaction would have changed in character once the plume was south of the fracture zone, and hence located beneath older lithosphere. Assuming a fixed hot spot, in which case the plume is located much closer to the ridge during the time interval 43-25 Ma ( Figure 11 ) offers an easier explanation for the formation of Nazca ridge and the the eastern part of the Tuamotu Island Plateau, but it does not explain the age data as well as computations that include hot spot motion.
[54] The fact that any model that fits available age data on the Sala y Gomez ridge well predicts a plume location several hundred km to the East of the ridge during formation of the Nazca ridge is merely a result of the fact that the extrapolation of the bestfitting line through the available age dates (dots in Figures 11-13 , upper panels) is offset by several hundred km from the line through the isochron ages (shown as crosses in these figures). Assuming the observations and models adopted here (age data, anomaly picks, plate reconstructions etc.) are more or less correct, this prediction could only be avoided with an eastward hot spot motion of a few hundred km during a few Ma, however any episodes of eastward hot spot motion that occur in the computations (e.g. Figure 4 ) amount to much less than that. This prediction contrasts with known present-day examples of hot spots that do lie off-ridge and influence ridge melting, but whose greatest volcanic output is directly over the hot spot (e.g., Galapagos).
[55] Clearly the new age data from Drift Expedition Leg 6 will help to assess which models of hot spot motion (or fixity) are most realistic, and will allow a much better evaluation of how realistic the scenario proposed here, and the numerical model used is.
[56] In order to better understand formation of features possibly caused by plume-ridge interac- tion, it will be necessary to apply other numerical techniques than the one used here. Particularly, if new data corroborate the conclusion of a hot spot located off-ridge that did not produce any volcanic trail directly above the hot spot, then further numerical models that include the dynamics of melting and melt migration would be warranted to study the question whether such a scenario can be reproduced using realistic input parameters.
[57] This paper is primarily concerned with the past 43 Ma, because ''absolute'' Pacific plate motion prior to that is more controversial, and hence there is considerable additional uncertainty. Nevertheless a few remarks about older features possibly related to the Easter hot spot are appropriate, since an initiation age 60-120 Ma is modeled. As discussed above, for a hot spot location at Easter Island, older ages than observed are predicted in the Line Islands, even if hot spots are assumed fixed. If hot spot motion is considered, this misfit increases. It is therefore suggested that Line Islands were not formed by the Easter hot spot either, but possibly a hot spot located beneath the Pacific plate and roughly moving coherently with the Hawaii and Louisville hot spots. The Easter hot spot may not have left any track on the Pacific plate prior to the formation of the eastern part of the Tuamotu Island platform (which is circled in Figure 14 and, if formed at the ridge, started forming around 60 Ma ago, based on the isochrons), simply because it was located beneath the Nazca or Farallon plate and far enough away from the spreading ridge that it didn't interact. The location of the plume relative to the ridge prior to 43 Ma ago is less clear, because the Pacific absolute plate motion is controversial. According to one scenario [Tarduno and Cottrell, 1997] the Emperor trend represents motion of the Hawaiian hot spot, whereas the Pacific plate would have moved only little during its formation (%80-43 Ma). If its motion was slower than the halfspreading rate between Pacific and Nazca or Farallon plate during that time, the ridge would presumably have moved eastward and would have been farther away from the Easter hot spot earlier.
The interpretation of new paleomagnetic data [Tarduno et al., 2001] will also put better constraints on that earlier time period.
